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Bob Dylan at "We each have our own vision and a voice inside that talks only to us.

Taplin said that Dylan had been irritated by what he considered condescending remarks which festival
organiser Alan Lomax had made about the Paul Butterfield Blues Band when Lomax introduced them for an
earlier set at a festival workshop. On a whim, he said he wanted to play electric. Mike Bloomfield on lead
guitar and Al Kooper on organ. His name is Bob Dylan. Booing and clapping are in the background. When
Peter Yarrow returned to the microphone, he begged Dylan to continue performing. According to Robert
Shelton , when Dylan returned to the stage, he discovered he did not have the right harmonica and said to
Yarrow, "What are you doing to me? Within a few moments, a clatter of harmonicas hit the stage. Dylan
performed two songs on acoustic guitar for the audience: The crowd exploded with applause, calling for more.
Dylan did not return to the Newport festival for 37 years. In an enigmatic gesture, Dylan performed at
Newport in , sporting a wig and fake beard. Others present, including musician Al Kooper , disagreed, arguing
that the audience were upset by poor sound quality and the short duration of the set. Since they had never
performed together in front of an audience, much less a microphone, McCormick wanted to accustom them to
the stage before the concert. So I went over to the junction box and pulled out the cords. They were feeling
ripped off. They just wanted more. But there was certainly a lot of shouting and a lot of arguing, and a sound
which, you can hear in a lot of ballparks. But I think that there was a segment of the audience, somewhere
between a quarter and a half, that was dismayed or horrified or varying degrees of unhappy about what he was
doing. The Other Side of the Mirror: When interviewed by Mojo magazine, Lerner was asked: The shortness
of the set? I was sitting right in front of the stage, there was no booing in the audience whatsoever. People
remember hearing what they thought they should hear. I think they were definitely booing Dylan and a little
bit Pete Yarrow because he was so flustered. But I absolutely think that they were booing Dylan going
electric. Interviewed in San Francisco, on December 3, , Dylan was asked whether he was "surprised the first
time the boos came? You could hear it all over the place I mean, they must be pretty rich, to be able to go
some place and boo. She explained that Dylan had left the guitar on a plane piloted by her father, Victor
Quinto, in In the program, vintage-instrument specialist Andy Babiuk is convinced the guitar in question is
the one played at Newport. Dylan attorney Orin Snyder denied the authenticity of the guitar in a statement: He
told them that they should expect anything to happenâ€”he probably was remembering what occurred at
Newport. He told them that the audience might yell and boo and that they should not be bothered by it. Their
job was to make the best music they were capable of, and let whatever happened happen. The most influential
writer-performer on the pop music scene during the past decade, Dylan has apparently evolved too fast for
some of his young followers, who are ready for radical changes in practically everything else The rock
segment was often greeted with hostility, as seen in shows in Sheffield and Newcastle upon Tyne in No
Direction Home. Footage from the Manchester concert, at the end of that film, includes the "Judas" heckling
incident. During a quiet moment in between songs an audience member shouts loudly: One fan who claimed
to have shouted "Judas! It was not like it is on the record [the official album]. It was a wall of mush. That, and
it seemed like a cavalier performance, a throwaway performance compared with the intensity of the acoustic
set earlier on. There were rumblings all around me and the people I was with were making noises and looking
at each other. It was a build-up. It was a bloody disgrace! Wussies and pussies complain about that stuff. It
goes way back. These are the same people that tried to pin the name Judas on me. Judas, the most hated name
in human history! Yeah, and for what? For playing an electric guitar? As if that is in some kind of way
equitable [ sic ] to betraying our Lord and delivering him up to be crucified. All those evil motherfuckers can
rot in hell.
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Dylan made two important career moves in August The song was widely recorded by other artists and became
a hit for Peter, Paul and Mary. With veiled references to an impending apocalypse, the song gained more
resonance when the Cuban Missile Crisis developed a few weeks after Dylan began performing it. George
Harrison said of the album, "We just played it, just wore it out. The content of the song lyrics and just the
attitudeâ€”it was incredibly original and wonderful. Joyce Carol Oates wrote: Most attempted a pop feel and
rhythm, while Dylan and Baez performed them mostly as sparse folk songs. In contrast to the mostly solo
acoustic performances on the album, the single showed a willingness to experiment with a rockabilly sound.
Cameron Crowe described it as "a fascinating look at a folk artist with his mind wandering towards Elvis
Presley and Sun Records. Rather than comply with censorship, Dylan refused to appear. I wanted to write a
big song, some kind of theme song, with short concise verses that piled up on each other in a hypnotic way.
The civil rights movement and the folk music movement were pretty close and allied together at that time. By
this time, Dylan and Baez were prominent in the civil rights movement , singing together at the March on
Washington on August 28, His jeans and work shirts were replaced by a Carnaby Street wardrobe, sunglasses
day or night, and pointed " Beatle boots ". A London reporter wrote: A loud shirt that would dim the neon
lights of Leicester Square. He looks like an undernourished cockatoo. Appearing on the Les Crane television
show and asked about a movie he planned, he told Crane it would be a cowboy horror movie. Asked if he
played the cowboy, Dylan replied, "No, I play my mother. Tambourine Man " became one of his best known
songs when The Byrds recorded an electric version that reached number one in the US and UK. One version
has it that the boos were from folk fans whom Dylan had alienated by appearing, unexpectedly, with an
electric guitar. Murray Lerner , who filmed the performance, said: Only a completely non-critical audience,
nourished on the watery pap of pop music, could have fallen for such tenth-rate drivel.
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President Barack Obama opened the militarist event, which was overwhelmingly approved by Congress four
years ago, during a speech at the Vietnam Wall on Memorial Day, May The last troops were evacuated nearly
40 years ago. The first is to legitimize and intensify a renewed warrior spirit within America as the Pentagon
emerges from two counterproductive, ruinously expensive, and stalemated unjust wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, and prepares for further military adventures in Asia, the Middle East, and Africa. Panetta
announced a big increase of U. Navy forces in the Pacific, a move obviously targeting China. These
flag-waving, hyper-patriotic occasions will feature veterans, active duty military members, government
officials, local politicians, teachers, and business leaders who will combine forces to praise those who fought
in Vietnam and those on the home front who supported the war. He did not point out that there would have
been no war had the United States permitted nationwide free elections to take place in Vietnam in as specified
by the Geneva Agreement ending the French colonialism in Indochina. One of the most painful chapters in our
history was Vietnam â€” most particularly, how we treated our troops who served thereâ€¦. You were
sometimes blamed for misdeeds of a few, when the honorable service of the many should have been praised.
You came home and sometimes were denigrated, when you should have been celebrated. It was a national
shame, a disgrace that should have never happened. You did not stop serving. So here today, it must be said
â€” you have earned your place among the greatest generations. At this time, I would ask all our Vietnam
veterans, those of you who can stand, to please stand, all those already standing, raise your hands â€” as we
say those simple words which always greet our troops when they come home from here on out: May God
bless you. May God bless your families. May God bless our men and women in uniform. And may God bless
these United States of America. True, there were no victory parades, but that was because the U. By the time
many vets returned home the American people had turned against the war and wanted it over, as did a
significant portion of active duty troops, including the many who identified with the peace movement or who
mutinied or deserted. Undoubtedly some veterans were disrespected â€” but to a far lesser extent than Obama
and pro-war forces have suggested over the years. But to manifest the kind of support the government seeks
inevitably implies support for the war. To highlight the service of the Armed Forces during the Vietnam War
and the contributions of Federal agencies and governmental and non-governmental organizations that served
with, or in support of, the Armed Forces. Officially, the Vietnam war lasted 11 years , but U. The liberators
defeated the French army at the historic battle of Dien Bien Phu that same year. The Geneva Conference of ,
facilitating impending French withdrawal, established that Vietnam would be divided temporarily into two
halves until free elections were held in to determine whether the liberation forces, led by Ho Chi Minh, or
Emperor Bao Dai, who had collaborated with both French and Japanese occupation forces and was a puppet of
the U. American soldiers carry a wounded comrade through a Vietnam Swamp. Photo by Paul Halverson,
Image from The Veterans Hour. It is doubtful that the commemoration is going to emphasize the fact that the
U. Eisenhower acknowledged this in his memoirs. By June , 9, U. This is when Democratic President Lyndon
B. Johnson decided not to seek reelection rather than face the humiliation of defeat. Republican President
Richard M. Nixon succeeded to the presidency and vastly increased the bombings while also calling for
negotiations to end the war. Facing an impending defeat and political catastrophe, American troops pulled out
in The CIA and some U. Between four and five million Vietnamese civilians and soldiers were killed on both
sides in a catastrophe that could have been entirely avoided had Washington allowed the free elections to take
place. Over a million civilians in neighboring Laos and Cambodia also were killed or wounded by U.
Vietnam, north and south, was pulverized by U. The Pentagon detonated 15,, tons of ground and air munitions
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on the three countries of Indochina, 12,, tons on South Vietnam alone in a failed effort to smash the National
Liberation Front backed by the North Vietnamese army. By comparison, the U. All told, by the end of the war,
26,, bomb craters pockmarked Indochina, overwhelmingly from U. The Pentagon also dumped 18,, gallons of
herbicides to defoliate several million acres of farmland and forests. Millions of Vietnamese suffered illness,
birth defects, and deaths from these poisonous chemicals. There were three main fronts in the Vietnam war, in
this order: First, the battlefields of Indochina. Second, the massive antiwar movement within the United States
and international support for Vietnam. Third, the Paris Peace Talks. The first peace protest took place in ; the
first very large protest took place in Washington in Subsequently there were thousands of antiwar
demonstrations large and small in cities, towns, and campuses all over America. His information about the war
derives from when he functioned as the news editor, managing editor and then chief editor of the largest
independent leftist paper in the U. This publication thoroughly covered the war, peace movement, antiwar
veterans Vietnam Veterans Against the War [VVAW] was founded in and is still active today , the
extraordinary resistance of active duty troops in Vietnam and at U. The rumors were so wild that sociologist
Jerry Lembcke wrote a book exposing the lies â€” The Spitting Image: The capacity for independent judgment
among ordinary Americans is probably best shown by the swift development of antiwar feeling among
American GIs â€” volunteers and draftees who came mostly from lower-income groups. But Vietnam
produced opposition by soldiers and veterans on a scale, and with a fervor, never seen before. According to the
Washington Peace Center: During the Vietnam War, the military ranks carried out mass resistance on bases
and ships in Southeast Asia, the Pacific, U. Military resistance was instrumental in ending the war by making
the ranks politically unreliable. One of the key reports on GI resistance was written by Col. The morale,
discipline and battle worthiness of the U. Armed Forces are, with a few salient exceptions, lower and worse
than at anytime in this century and possibly in the history of the United States. By every conceivable indicator,
our army that now remains in Vietnam is in a state approaching collapse, with individual units avoiding or
having refused combat, murdering their officers and non-commissioned officers, drug-ridden, and dispirited
where not near mutinous. Elsewhere than Vietnam, the situation is nearly as serious. Intolerably clobbered and
buffeted from without and within by social turbulence, pandemic drug addiction, race war, sedition, civilian
scapegoatise, draftee recalcitrance and malevolence, barracks theft and common crime, unsupported in their
travail by the general government, in Congress as well as the executive branch, distrusted, disliked, and often
reviled by the public, the uniformed services today are places of agony for the loyal, silent professions who
doggedly hang on and try to keep the ship afloat. According to the book by Christian Appy, Patriots:
Creighton Abrams â€” the U. The New American Militarism: One major conclusion was that a conscript army
may become unreliable if the war is considered unjust in nature and unpopular at home. This is why
conscription was ended for good and the Pentagon now relies on better paid professional standing military
supplemented by a large number of contractors and mercenaries, who perform many duties that were once
handled by regular soldiers. Photo by David Howell. Despite the colossal damage the U. The Hanoi
government has received no help from Washington. This promise turned out to be worthless. What strikes
visitors to Vietnam in recent years, including this writer, is that the country appears to have come to terms
with what it calls the American War far better than America has come to terms with the Vietnam War. Despite
the hardships inflicted upon Vietnam, the government and people appear to hold no grudges against the United
States. Some Americans still argue that the U. Smith now edits the Hudson Valley Activist Newsletter. Read
more articles by Jack A. Smith on The Rag Blog.
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Side one features Dylan backed by an electric band; side two features Dylan accompanying himself on
acoustic guitar. Taplin said that Dylan had been irritated by what he considered condescending remarks which
festival organiser Alan Lomax had made about the Paul Butterfield Blues Band when Lomax introduced them
for an earlier set at a festival workshop. On a whim, he said he wanted to play electric. Mike Bloomfield on
lead guitar and Al Kooper on organ. His name is Bob Dylan. Booing and clapping are in the background.
When Peter Yarrow returned to the microphone, he begged Dylan to continue performing. According to
Robert Shelton , when Dylan returned to the stage, he discovered he did not have the right harmonica and said
to Yarrow, "What are you doing to me? Within a few moments, a clatter of harmonicas hit the stage. Dylan
performed two songs on acoustic guitar for the audience: The crowd exploded with applause, calling for more.
Dylan did not return to the Newport festival for 37 years. In an enigmatic gesture, Dylan performed at
Newport in , sporting a wig and fake beard. Others present, including musician Al Kooper , disagreed, arguing
that the audience were upset by poor sound quality and the short duration of the set. Poor sound quality was
the reason musician Pete Seeger , who was backstage, gave for disliking the performance: Since they had
never performed together in front of an audience, much less a microphone, McCormick wanted to accustom
them to the stage before the concert. So I went over to the junction box and pulled out the cords. They were
feeling ripped off. They just wanted more. But there was certainly a lot of shouting and a lot of arguing, and a
sound which, you can hear in a lot of ballparks. But I think that there was a segment of the audience,
somewhere between a quarter and a half, that was dismayed or horrified or varying degrees of unhappy about
what he was doing. The Other Side of the Mirror: When interviewed by Mojo magazine, Lerner was asked:
The shortness of the set? I was sitting right in front of the stage, there was no booing in the audience
whatsoever. People remember hearing what they thought they should hear. I think they were definitely booing
Dylan and a little bit Pete Yarrow because he was so flustered. But I absolutely think that they were booing
Dylan going electric. Interviewed in San Francisco, on December 3, , Dylan was asked whether he was
"surprised the first time the boos came? You could hear it all over the place I mean, they must be pretty rich,
to be able to go some place and boo. She explained that Dylan had left the guitar on a plane piloted by her
father, Victor Quinto, in In the program, vintage-instrument specialist Andy Babiuk is convinced the guitar in
question is the one played at Newport. Dylan attorney Orin Snyder denied the authenticity of the guitar in a
statement: He told them that they should expect anything to happenâ€”he probably was remembering what
occurred at Newport. He told them that the audience might yell and boo and that they should not be bothered
by it. Their job was to make the best music they were capable of, and let whatever happened happen. The most
influential writer-performer on the pop music scene during the past decade, Dylan has apparently evolved too
fast for some of his young followers, who are ready for radical changes in practically everything else The rock
segment was often greeted with hostility, as seen in shows in Sheffield and Newcastle upon Tyne in No
Direction Home. Footage from the Manchester concert, at the end of that film, includes the "Judas" heckling
incident. During a quiet moment in between songs an audience member shouts loudly: One fan who claimed
to have shouted "Judas! It was not like it is on the record [the official album]. It was a wall of mush. That, and
it seemed like a cavalier performance, a throwaway performance compared with the intensity of the acoustic
set earlier on. There were rumblings all around me and the people I was with were making noises and looking
at each other. It was a build-up. It was a bloody disgrace! Wussies and pussies complain about that stuff. It
goes way back. These are the same people that tried to pin the name Judas on me. Judas, the most hated name
in human history! Yeah, and for what? For playing an electric guitar? As if that is in some kind of way
equitable [ sic ] to betraying our Lord and delivering him up to be crucified. All those evil motherfuckers can
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rot in hell.
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Notes Preface 1. Ben Fong-Torres Jim Jerome, "Bob Dylan: A Myth Materializes with a New Protest Record and a New
Tour," People Weekly, November 10, ,

To submit your own question, email admin greilmarcus. What did you think about the film adaptations of
Lolita? Do you think there is any room for an adaptation of Lolita in which Dolores Haze is not depicted as a
temptress? The second time around added nothingâ€”really, it bled the first film, making it hard to remember.
Recommendations of specific cuts would be appreciated! How do you figure such a long-gone, thoroughly
mediocre band has come to be so venerated today? Calling any performance the greatest in history is silly. The
pizzicato parts are like the Platonic ideal of a cigar box banjo. You can almost hear Africa from there. I went
to Menlo-Atherton High School from to Santa Cruz was less than an hour and a half south. A lot of people
surfed, and the cultureâ€”dress, cars, attitudeâ€”was everywhere. The ruling fraternity was the Big Kahoonas,
a surfing term, even if most of the people in it had never stepped on a board. So surfing was, as John Oliver
would put it, a thing. By or so not to know various surfing terms was like not knowing English. I always loved
the Beach Boys, half as a joke and half in my heart. Deep down the Trashmen were a dada band, which is why
they played, among other places, the Walker Art Center. But to me real surf music was happening somewhere
else. It is the joke that surf music was always telling on itself. Surf music became a kind of ideal, a perfect
genre preserved in time. How could we miss that Surfer Joe was a drug dealer? When I listen I think, maybe,
this was why so many rock fans appreciated the idea of punkâ€”a badly needed joltâ€”but could not connect
musically, which Dave Marsh explained so well. That is, this is what they always wished it might sound like.
Not that the Sex Pistols asked them, or anyone, and of course punk was much more than a return to Little
Richard. What do you think of it? Punk was an idea. It just happened to have a physical realization. Have you
ever connected with their music? They were an inspiring outfit, great to look at, especially Skip Spence on
drums and Jack Casady on bass. I blame it all on Paul Kantner. Almost all of it still reads beautifully. There
are so many essays in the book that have challenged my perceptions of favorite subjects and continue to move
and intrigue me, but of course your Beatles , girl group , rock films and especially Anarchy in the UK chapters
are among the peaks and many parts of them have taken up permanent residence in my memory since I first
read them; and as you said on this page in , the way the pieces bounce off one another and achieve a complex
narrative is arresting. For example, were you specifically asked if you would cover the Beatles or was it an
assignment you sought? Do you remember any major criticisms you had of the way other subjects were treated
in the end? And do you suppose anything like this book could be published now? But the bookâ€”the first
edition, in â€”was his book. No one else would have given Jackie Wilson a showcase chapter. Jim and I
worked closely together, and took research trips together, for one to see Michael Ochs to go through his
archive and have countless rare LPs photographed for side art. Jim was on the east coast, I was in the Bay
Area, where Rolling Stone still was, so I was more hands-on with production. Bob was the Rolling Stone art
director, and he was the art director-visual designer of the book. The original edition had far greater
dimensions than any later edition, with enormous full page photographs, where the size, paper quality, and so
on, brought out detail and made a tremendous impact. I wanted to do the Beatlesâ€”but it made me terribly
nervous. But it froze me. I had no idea how to start. But that set the table, because inevitably there would be
Beatle content to make sense of the subject at handâ€”create the context, so I could simply dive in, not explain
anything, focus on a few statements, a few songs, in an attempt to capture what was the most interesting group
in the history of the music: It was shocking what they did, how resourceful and professional. Something in the
book about the Everly Brothers? But what Sarah and her people did allowed the book to work, over the years,
as a foundation stone for all that followed. There are many stories to tell. Once we stood on the street at his
apartment building ringing his buzzer over and over and demanding to be let in Paul at the time never went
anywhere, so he had to be there. That he finally did come throughâ€”and with daring and originality, though
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many people thought his work was incomprehensible, disrespectful, or just weird, something that would
weaken the credibility of the whole workâ€”seems unlikely even now. And his work was stripped out of the
edition: I think that today writers are more resistant to editing, or being part of a project where their work
might be edited to be part of something larger. An academic book, sure. As the saying goes, I could write a
book. Or Jim could, and should. Did any of it grab you? Do you have any opinions on Sun Ra and his
Arkestra? Have you ever experienced them live? Suffering migrants have sex too. And his using the town to
finish or start? But today on expectingrain. Illustrated with a picture of a person who was not Ellen Bernstein.
Which only emphasizes the fallaciousness of the biographical fallacy. I know the tune, the feeling, the
tremendous build to the chorus, and all the words. I have no idea what it is. I never hear it again, but I think of
it all the time, and in , putting together my first book, I wrote about it that night. A year or so later, the record
arrives in the mail, thanks to someone who had read the book: No mysteryâ€”but it would be there, to be heard
anytime. I get in the car, a hundred times more exhausted than I realizeâ€”not physically, but emotionally raw,
in a state where I have no defenses, no resistance. It seems like a miracle. It goes on and on, and every beat,
every vocal inflection, every lick, sounds impossibly right: Was it some kind of DJ only mix that the DJ
played once and threw away? You can almost see what he would have put into it, without singing a word. The
singer feels heroic, and he might kill himself tomorrow. Blood on the Tracks has always been the widely loved
Dylan album that I like the least. It had to have happened. And Blood on the Tracks may be the Dylan album
that most invites that embrace. People have always heard it that way. I want art to open up an area of freedom
for the person apprehending it. I agree with you about Skip James. What can they possibly, realistically,
achieve as one of the governing bodies? The first order of business should be to select the best possible, which
is not to say previously-in-place, leadership team, with special focus on the whip and his or her team. Then
find the least vulnerable to smear attacks and most competent committee heads and their teams. Make sure
there is an eloquent, hard-boiled, close to impregnable group of people who will communicate with each other
on a regular basis and who can run the place. Without prospect of victory in the Senate, which would require
proof of treason, if even that would work, it will only leave Trump stronger. Slowly, but sequentially, begin
investigations focused on cabinet members and the administration of government agencies by political
appointees or shadow administrators, as with Veterans Affairs regarding malfeasance, self-dealing, favoritism,
ignoring of Federal law, and other forms of corruption. Undermine the administration as if the game is chess.
Introduce strong and powerfully worded bills regarding voters rights, health care, citizenship protections,
environmental issues, and business regulation. Strongly increase the budget of the IRS and hold hearings on
how tax laws are being applied, and to whom. And countless other things. I see most of his career as a series
of wasted opportunities, of talent squandered. I liked his first album, because it was so out of the blue. But
once he became Master of Time and Space and his hair and beard got white and longer and longer I lost
interest. Good ideaâ€”then little known basement tape songsâ€”and nothing to say. Are there any other albums
of his from that era that you like? I do think the expanded Birth of the Cool with the two live sets adds
enormously to the recordingsâ€”in fact I only listen to the nightclubs now. It was written with the care and
imagination of a short story writer, which Peter had set out to be his first two published books were near
chapbook fiction, one called Mister Downchild. Lost Highway, following the same format of deeply nuanced
portraits, was more professional, shapely, and controlled.
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This book offers a distinctive reading of Bob Dylan, by bringing together six authors whose expertise spans the
intellectual worlds of literary criticism, popular culture and political philosophy. It demonstrates the immense possibilities
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Robert Zimmerman spent much of his youth listening to the radioâ€”first to blues and country stations
broadcasting from Shreveport , Louisiana and, later, to early rock and roll. The Shadow Blasters was
short-lived, but his next, The Golden Chords, lasted longer and played covers of popular songs. In , Dylan
explained the attraction that folk music had exerted on him: There were great catch-phrases and driving pulse
rhythms I knew that when I got into folk music, it was more of a serious type of thing. The songs are filled
with more despair, more sadness, more triumph, more faith in the supernatural, much deeper feelings. I mean,
that happens. You call yourself what you want to call yourself. This is the land of the free. The performances
on his first Columbia album, Bob Dylan , consisted of familiar folk, blues and gospel material combined with
two original compositions. The album made little impact, selling only 5, copies in its first year, just enough to
break even. Hammond defended Dylan vigorously. He legally changed his name to Bob Dylan, and signed a
management contract with Albert Grossman. With its veiled references to nuclear apocalypse, it gained even
more resonance when the Cuban missile crisis developed only a few weeks after Dylan began performing it.
George Harrison said, "We just played it, just wore it out. The content of the song lyrics and just the
attitudeâ€”it was incredibly original and wonderful. Describing the impact that Dylan had on her and her
husband, Joyce Carol Oates wrote: Most attempted to impart a pop feel and rhythm to the songs, while Dylan
and Baez performed them mostly as sparse folk pieces. In contrast to the mostly solo acoustic performances on
the album, the single showed a willingness to experiment with a rockabilly sound. Cameron Crowe described
it as "a fascinating look at a folk artist with his mind wandering towards Elvis Presley and Sun Records.
Rather than comply with the censorship, Dylan refused to appear on the program. Lawrence University ,
upstate New York, November Another Side of Bob Dylan , recorded on a single June evening in , [68] had a
lighter mood than its predecessor. His scruffy jeans and work shirts were replaced by a Carnaby Street
wardrobe, sunglasses day or night, and pointy " Beatle boots ". A London reporter wrote: A loud shirt that
would dim the neon lights of Leicester Square. He looks like an undernourished cockatoo. Appearing on the
Les Crane TV show and asked about a movie he was planning to make, he told Crane it would be a cowboy
horror movie. Asked if he played the cowboy, Dylan replied, "No, I play my mother. One version of the
legend has it that the boos were from the outraged folk fans whom Dylan had alienated by appearing,
unexpectedly, with an electric guitar. Murray Lerner , who filmed the performance, said: Only a completely
non-critical audience, nourished on the watery pap of pop music, could have fallen for such tenth-rate drivel.
At over six minutes, the song has been widely credited with altering attitudes about what a pop single could
convey. Eliot and Ezra Pound , and some who fit into none of the above categories, notably Dr. Filth and his
dubious nurse. Producer Bob Johnston persuaded Dylan to record in Nashville in February , and surrounded
him with a cadre of top-notch session men. Bob Dylan is wed. Each show was split into two parts. Dylan
performed solo during the first half, accompanying himself on acoustic guitar and harmonica. In the second
half, backed by the Hawks , he played high voltage electric music. This contrast provoked many fans, who
jeered and slow handclapped. The Bootleg Series Vol. Bob Dylan Live Pennebaker , the film maker
accompanying the tour, described Dylan as "taking a lot of amphetamine and who-knows-what-else. It wore
me down. I was on drugs, a lot of things Manager Albert Grossman had already scheduled an extensive
concert tour for that summer and fall. On July 29, , Dylan crashed his cc Triumph Tiger motorcycle on a road
near his home in Woodstock , New York, throwing him to the ground. Though the extent of his injuries were
never fully disclosed, Dylan said that he broke several vertebrae in his neck. Truth was that I wanted to get out
of the rat race. A rough-cut was shown to ABC Television and was promptly rejected as incomprehensible to a
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mainstream audience. Columbia belatedly released selections from them in as The Basement Tapes. Over the
years, more and more of the songs recorded by Dylan and his band in appeared on various bootleg recordings ,
culminating in a five-CD bootleg set titled The Genuine Basement Tapes, containing songs and alternate
takes. In October and November , Dylan returned to Nashville. The song was later recorded by Jimi Hendrix ,
whose version Dylan later acknowledged as definitive. Dylan next travelled to England to top the bill at the
Isle of Wight rock festival on August 31, , after rejecting overtures to appear at the Woodstock Festival far
closer to his home. On his next album, Planet Waves , he used The Band as backing group, while rehearsing
for a major tour. The album included two versions of "Forever Young", which became one of his most popular
songs. A live double album of the tour, Before the Flood , was released on Asylum Records. Soon, Columbia
Records sent word that they "will spare nothing to bring Dylan back into the fold". After the tour, Dylan and
his wife became publicly estranged. He filled a small red notebook with songs about relationships and
ruptures, and quickly recorded a new album entitled Blood on the Tracks in September In the NME , Nick
Kent described "the accompaniments [as] often so trashy they sound like mere practice takes. Released in , the
movie received generally poor, sometimes scathing, reviews and had a very brief theatrical run. For the tour,
Dylan assembled an eight piece band, and was also accompanied by three backing singers. I put a lot of money
into the movie, built a big house Slow Train Coming In the late s, Dylan became a born-again Christian [] [] []
and released two albums of Christian gospel music. Wexler recalled that when Dylan had tried to evangelize
him during the recording, he replied: The second evangelical album, Saved , received mixed reviews, and was
described by Dylan critic Michael Gray as "the nearest thing to a follow-up album Dylan has ever made, Slow
Train Coming II and inferior. Now I come out and say Jesus Christ is the answer. Backed by Keith Richards
and Ronnie Wood , Dylan performed a ragged version of "Hollis Brown", his ballad of rural poverty, and then
said to the worldwide audience exceeding one billion people: One reviewer commented that "the record
follows too many detours to be consistently compelling, and some of those detours wind down roads that are
indisputably dead ends. This album received some very negative reviews: Dylan continued to tour with this
small but constantly evolving band for the next 20 years.
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Chapter 7 : Bob Dylan - Expecting Rain - Archives
That "different kind of way," though, made all the difference. Bob Dylan twisted timeless songs and hooked them to the
most pressing modern issues.

He has a younger brother, David. In his early years he listened to the radioâ€”first to blues and country
stations from Shreveport, Louisiana , and later, when he was a teenager, to rock and roll. And it gave me the
chills. In , he said: There were great catch-phrases and driving pulse rhythms I knew that when I got into folk
music, it was more of a serious type of thing. The songs are filled with more despair, more sadness, more
triumph, more faith in the supernatural, much deeper feelings. I mean, that happens. You call yourself what
you want to call yourself. This is the land of the free. The album sold only 5, in its first year, just enough to
break even. Wilson went on to produce the next three albums Dylan recorded. The song was widely recorded
by other artists and became a hit for Peter, Paul and Mary. With veiled references to an impending apocalypse,
the song gained more resonance when the Cuban Missile Crisis developed a few weeks after Dylan began
performing it. George Harrison said of the album, "We just played it, just wore it out. The content of the song
lyrics and just the attitudeâ€”it was incredibly original and wonderful. Novelist Joyce Carol Oates wrote: Most
attempted a pop feel and rhythm, while Dylan and Baez performed them mostly as sparse folk songs. In
contrast to the mostly solo acoustic performances on the album, the single showed a willingness to experiment
with a rockabilly sound. Cameron Crowe described it as "a fascinating look at a folk artist with his mind
wandering towards Elvis Presley and Sun Records ". I wanted to write a big song, some kind of theme song,
with short concise verses that piled up on each other in a hypnotic way. The civil rights movement and the
folk music movement were pretty close and allied together at that time. Rather than comply with censorship,
Dylan refused to appear. His jeans and work shirts were replaced by a Carnaby Street wardrobe, sunglasses
day or night, and pointed " Beatle boots ". A London reporter wrote: A loud shirt that would dim the neon
lights of Leicester Square. He looks like an undernourished cockatoo. Appearing on the Les Crane television
show and asked about a movie he planned, he told Crane it would be a cowboy horror movie. Asked if he
played the cowboy, Dylan replied, "No, I play my mother. Tambourine Man " became one of his best-known
songs when the Byrds recorded an electric version that reached number one in the US and UK. One version
has it that the boos were from folk fans whom Dylan had alienated by appearing, unexpectedly, with an
electric guitar. Murray Lerner , who filmed the performance, said: Only a completely non-critical audience,
nourished on the watery pap of pop music, could have fallen for such tenth-rate drivel. In , it was chosen as the
greatest song of all time by Rolling Stone magazine. At over six minutes, the song altered what a pop single
could convey. Eliot and Ezra Pound , and some who fit into none of the above categories, notably Dr. Filth
and his dubious nurse. Producer Bob Johnston persuaded Dylan to record in Nashville in February , and
surrounded him with top-notch session men. Bob Dylan is wed. Each show was split in two. Dylan performed
solo during the first half, accompanying himself on acoustic guitar and harmonica. In the second, backed by
the Hawks , he played electrically amplified music. This contrast provoked many fans, who jeered and slow
handclapped. The Bootleg Series Vol. Bob Dylan Live During his tour, Dylan was described as exhausted and
acting "as if on a death trip". Pennebaker , the film maker accompanying the tour, described Dylan as "taking a
lot of amphetamine and who-knows-what-else. It wore me down. I was on drugs, a lot of things Manager
Albert Grossman had scheduled a concert tour for the latter part of the year. On July 29, , Dylan crashed his cc
Triumph Tiger motorcycle near his home in Woodstock, New York , and was thrown to the ground. Though
the extent of his injuries was never disclosed, Dylan said that he broke several vertebrae in his neck. Truth was
that I wanted to get out of the rat race. A rough cut was shown to ABC Television, which rejected it as
incomprehensible to a mainstream audience. Columbia released selections in as The Basement Tapes. Over
the years, more songs recorded by Dylan and his band in appeared on bootleg recordings , culminating in a
five-CD set titled The Genuine Basement Tapes, containing songs and alternative takes. In October and
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November , Dylan returned to Nashville. The song was later recorded by Jimi Hendrix , whose version Dylan
acknowledged as definitive. Somehow he has managed to add an octave to his range. Rolling Stone writer
Greil Marcus asked "What is this shit? For many, the single was a surprising return to protest material,
mourning the killing of Black Panther George Jackson in San Quentin State Prison that year. Immigration
Service , in part: Let them stay and live here and breathe. Let John and Yoko stay! On his next album, Planet
Waves , he used the Band as backing group, while rehearsing for a tour. The album included two versions of
"Forever Young", which became one of his most popular songs.
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Chapter 8 : Bob Dylan To Release New Album, 'Shadows In The Night,' in - DAYS OF THE CRAZY-WILD
Bob Dylan was born Robert Allen Zimmerman (Hebrew name ×©×‘×ª×•×™ ×–×™×¡×œ ×‘×Ÿ ×•×‘×¨×”×• [Shabtai Zisl
ben Avraham]) in St. Mary's Hospital on May 24, , in Duluth, Minnesota, and raised in Hibbing, Minnesota, on the
Mesabi Range west of Lake Superior.

Pandora Radio -Bob Dylan at: FM Radio -Bob Dylan at: He has been a major and profoundly influential
figure in popular music and culture for five decades. Leaving his initial base in the culture of folk music
behind, Dylan proceeded to revolutionize perceptions of the limits of popular music in with the six-minute
single " Like a Rolling Stone ". They defied existing pop music conventions and appealed hugely to the then
burgeoning counterculture. Initially inspired by the songs of Woody Guthrie , [6] Robert Johnson , [7] Hank
Williams , and the performance styles of Buddy Holly and Little Richard , [8] Dylan has both amplified and
personalized musical genres. His recording career, spanning fifty years, has explored numerous distinct
traditions in American songâ€”from folk , blues and country to gospel , rock and roll , and rockabilly , to
English , Scottish , and Irish folk music , embracing even jazz and swing. Backed by a changing line-up of
musicians, he has toured steadily since the late s on what has been dubbed the Never Ending Tour. His
accomplishments as a recording artist and performer have been central to his career, but his greatest
contribution is generally considered to be his songwriting. Robert Zimmerman spent much of his youth
listening to the radioâ€”first to blues and country stations broadcasting from Shreveport , Louisiana and, later,
to early rock and roll. The Shadow Blasters was short-lived, but his next, The Golden Chords, lasted longer
and played covers of popular songs. In , Dylan explained the attraction that folk music had exerted on him:
There were great catch-phrases and driving pulse rhythms I knew that when I got into folk music, it was more
of a serious type of thing. The songs are filled with more despair, more sadness, more triumph, more faith in
the supernatural, much deeper feelings. I mean, that happens. You call yourself what you want to call yourself.
This is the land of the free. The performances on his first Columbia album, Bob Dylan , consisted of familiar
folk, blues and gospel material combined with two original compositions. The album made little impact,
selling only 5, copies in its first year, just enough to break even. Hammond defended Dylan vigorously. He
legally changed his name to Bob Dylan, and signed a management contract with Albert Grossman. With its
veiled references to nuclear apocalypse, it gained even more resonance when the Cuban missile crisis
developed only a few weeks after Dylan began performing it. George Harrison said, "We just played it, just
wore it out. The content of the song lyrics and just the attitudeâ€”it was incredibly original and wonderful.
Describing the impact that Dylan had on her and her husband, Joyce Carol Oates wrote: Most attempted to
impart a pop feel and rhythm to the songs, while Dylan and Baez performed them mostly as sparse folk pieces.
In contrast to the mostly solo acoustic performances on the album, the single showed a willingness to
experiment with a rockabilly sound. Cameron Crowe described it as "a fascinating look at a folk artist with his
mind wandering towards Elvis Presley and Sun Records. Rather than comply with the censorship, Dylan
refused to appear on the program. I wanted to write a big song, some kind of theme song, with short concise
verses that piled up on each other in a hypnotic way. The civil rights movement and the folk music movement
were pretty close and allied together at that time. See media help By this time, Dylan and Baez were both
prominent in the civil rights movement , singing together at the March on Washington on August 28,
Lawrence University , upstate New York, November Another Side of Bob Dylan , recorded on a single June
evening in , [68] had a lighter mood than its predecessor. His scruffy jeans and work shirts were replaced by a
Carnaby Street wardrobe, sunglasses day or night, and pointy " Beatle boots ". A London reporter wrote: A
loud shirt that would dim the neon lights of Leicester Square. He looks like an undernourished cockatoo.
Appearing on the Les Crane TV show and asked about a movie he was planning to make, he told Crane it
would be a cowboy horror movie. Asked if he played the cowboy, Dylan replied, "No, I play my mother. One
version of the legend has it that the boos were from the outraged folk fans whom Dylan had alienated by
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appearing, unexpectedly, with an electric guitar. Murray Lerner , who filmed the performance, said: Only a
completely non-critical audience, nourished on the watery pap of pop music, could have fallen for such
tenth-rate drivel. At over six minutes, the song has been widely credited with altering attitudes about what a
pop single could convey. Eliot and Ezra Pound , and some who fit into none of the above categories, notably
Dr. Filth and his dubious nurse. Producer Bob Johnston persuaded Dylan to record in Nashville in February ,
and surrounded him with a cadre of top-notch session men. Bob Dylan is wed. Each show was split into two
parts. Dylan performed solo during the first half, accompanying himself on acoustic guitar and harmonica. In
the second half, backed by the Hawks , he played high voltage electric music. This contrast provoked many
fans, who jeered and slow handclapped. The Bootleg Series Vol. Bob Dylan Live Pennebaker , the film maker
accompanying the tour, described Dylan as "taking a lot of amphetamine and who-knows-what-else. It wore
me down. I was on drugs, a lot of things Manager Albert Grossman had already scheduled an extensive
concert tour for that summer and fall. On July 29, , Dylan crashed his cc Triumph Tiger motorcycle on a road
near his home in Woodstock , New York, throwing him to the ground. Though the extent of his injuries were
never fully disclosed, Dylan said that he broke several vertebrae in his neck. Truth was that I wanted to get out
of the rat race. A rough-cut was shown to ABC Television and was promptly rejected as incomprehensible to a
mainstream audience. Columbia belatedly released selections from them in as The Basement Tapes. Over the
years, more and more of the songs recorded by Dylan and his band in appeared on various bootleg recordings ,
culminating in a five-CD bootleg set titled The Genuine Basement Tapes, containing songs and alternate
takes. In October and November , Dylan returned to Nashville. The song was later recorded by Jimi Hendrix ,
whose version Dylan later acknowledged as definitive. Dylan next travelled to England to top the bill at the
Isle of Wight rock festival on August 31, , after rejecting overtures to appear at the Woodstock Festival far
closer to his home.
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This article focuses on 'Hurricane', a song co-written by Bob Dylan (born 24 May ) and released in November on the
Columbia Records label.

He has been an influential figure in popular music and culture for more than five decades. They defied existing
pop music conventions and appealed hugely to the then burgeoning counterculture. Initially inspired by the
performance style of Little Richard,[7] and the songwriting of Woody Guthrie,[8] Robert Johnson,[9] and
Hank Williams,[10] Dylan has both amplified and personalized musical genres. His recording career, spanning
fifty years, has explored many of the traditions in American songâ€”from folk, blues, and country to gospel,
rock and roll, and rockabilly to English, Scottish, and Irish folk music, embracing even jazz and swing.
Backed by a changing line-up of musicians, he has toured steadily since the late s on what has been dubbed the
Never Ending Tour. His accomplishments as a recording artist and performer have been central to his career,
but his greatest contribution is generally considered to be his songwriting. Robert Zimmerman spent his early
years listening to the radioâ€”first to blues and country stations broadcasting from Shreveport, Louisiana, and,
as a teen, to early rock and roll. His early focus on rock and roll gave way to an interest in American folk
music; in , Dylan explained the attraction that folk music had exerted on him: I knew that when I got into folk
music, it was more of a serious type of thing. The songs are filled with more despair, more sadness, more
triumph, more faith in the supernatural, much deeper feelings. I mean, that happens. You call yourself what
you want to call yourself. This is the land of the free. The performances on his first Columbia album, Bob
Dylan, released in March ,[43] consisted of familiar folk, blues and gospel material combined with two
original compositions. The album made little impact, selling only 5, copies in its first year, just enough to
break even. Hammond defended Dylan vigorously. He legally changed his name to Bob Dylan,[49] and signed
a management contract with Albert Grossman. With its veiled references to nuclear apocalypse, it gained even
more resonance when the Cuban missile crisis developed only a few weeks after Dylan began performing it.
The content of the song lyrics and just the attitudeâ€”it was incredibly original and wonderful. Describing the
impact that Dylan had on her and her husband, Joyce Carol Oates wrote: Most attempted to impart a pop feel
and rhythm to the songs, while Dylan and Baez performed them mostly as sparse folk pieces. In contrast to the
mostly solo acoustic performances on the album, the single showed a willingness to experiment with a
rockabilly sound. Rather than comply with the censorship, Dylan refused to appear on the program. I wanted
to write a big song, some kind of theme song, with short concise verses that piled up on each other in a
hypnotic way. The civil rights movement and the folk music movement were pretty close and allied together at
that time. A London reporter wrote: A loud shirt that would dim the neon lights of Leicester Square. He looks
like an undernourished cockatoo. Appearing on the Les Crane TV show and asked about a movie he was
planning to make, he told Crane it would be a cowboy horror movie. One version of the legend has it that the
boos were from the outraged folk fans whom Dylan had alienated by appearing, unexpectedly, with an electric
guitar. Murray Lerner, who filmed the performance, said: For many, the single was a surprising return to
protest material, mourning the killing of Black Panther George Jackson in San Quentin Prison earlier that year.
On his next album, Planet Waves, he used The Band as backing group, while rehearsing for a major tour. A
live double album of the tour, Before the Flood, was released on Asylum Records. Dylan said of the opening
song from Blood on the Tracks: He filled a small red notebook with songs about relationships and ruptures,
and quickly recorded a new album entitled Blood on the Tracks in September It is his kindest album and most
dismayed, and seems in hindsight to have achieved a sublime balance between the logorrhea-plagued excesses
of his mids output and the self-consciously simple compositions of his post-accident years. Released in , the
movie received generally poor, sometimes scathing, reviews and had a very brief theatrical run. For the tour,
Dylan assembled an eight piece band, and was also accompanied by three backing singers. I put a lot of money
into the movie, built a big house â€¦ and it costs a lot to get divorced in California. Slow Train Coming Dylan
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took five months off at the beginning of to attend Bible school. Billboard chart and included this
Grammy-winning song. In the late s, Dylan became a born-again Christian[][][] and released two albums of
Christian gospel music. Wexler recalled that when Dylan had tried to evangelize him during the recording, he
replied: Years ago they â€¦ said I was a prophet. Now I come out and say Jesus Christ is the answer. This
album received some very negative reviews: Dylan would continue to tour with a small, constantly evolving
band for the next 20 years. The film was a critical and commercial flop. He showed us that just because music
was innately physical did not mean that it was anti-intellectual. Here was a further devaluing of the notion of a
new Bob Dylan album as something significant. Dylan critic Michael Gray wrote that the album was: Despite
the stellar line-up, the record received bad reviews and sold poorly. He claimed his wish to perform a set of
traditional songs for the show was overruled by Sony executives who insisted on a greatest hits package. The
subsequent recording sessions were, by some accounts, fraught with musical tension.
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